
Minutes from Burst Group Telecon (2002/07/16)

Attendance

• MIT: Ballmer, Cadonati, Katsavounidis, Shoemaker

• PSU: Finn, Stuver, Summerscales, Sutton

• CIT: Blackburn, Drever, Lazzarini, Shawhan, Weinstein, Zweizig

• Hannover:

• Oregon: Leonor, Schofield, Frey

• LHO: Raab, Sigg, Ito

• UFL: Klimenko

• LLO: Daw, Yakushin

• LSU: Johnson

Goal of Meeting

• Finn: Want to have everything prepared for automated analysis of E7 data. Need plan
for pipeline, channels, procedure for determining veto events, parameters for DSOs,
anti-coincidence of veto events and trigger events, multi-IFO coincidences, determining
background rate for upper-limit estimate. Goal for today is to finalize the plan for veto
analysis.

• Weinstein: Simulation plan is essentially ready. Use default parameters for DSOs,
except for SLOPE, which still needs adjustment.

Report on E7 Pipeline

• Cadonati and Ballmer: Analysis on L1-H1-H2 coincidence data from E7 playground
set; draft report at

http://emvogil-3.mit.edu/~cadonati/Bursts/E7pipeline/E7pipeline.html

Used TFCLUSTERS for gravitational-wave candidates, absGlitch with MICH CTRL
for H2 vetoes, and absGlitch with a PSL channel for L1 vetoes. Were able to do partial
optimization of pipeline to determine a reasonable set of thresholds and vetoes, and
corresponding upper limits.
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Questions on Report

• Finn: AS Q PSD in report section 2 indicates leakage at high frequency where IFO
most sensitive. Is this problem in other segments?
Cadonati and Ballmer: Plot uses no windowing, just periodogram. Intended only
to show resonance at 350Hz.

• Lazzarini: What is variation of points in Figure 9 over playground data? Is the min-
imum used for choosing PSL threshold significant?
Cadonati: Not known.
Finn: Quantity η in plot depends on DSO parameters, therefore minimum also de-
pends on DSO parameters.
Shawhan: Found same threshold for PSL in inspiral analysis; while not necessary,
this is reassuring.

• Finn: Is clustering significant in coincidence analysis?
Cadonati: Not in analysis done so far.

• Zweizig: Regarding use of frequency overlap for cutting coincidence events: Have
you checked whether signals injected into different IFOs always show up at the same
frequencies?
Cadonati: Injected signals have all been broadband and therefore frequency overlap
cut works (does not eliminate them).

• Lazzarini: Are amplitude cuts used?
Cadonati: No.

• Lazzarini: Figure in IFO-IFO coincidence section shows bimodal tendency - events
either at around 300 Hz or 1700Hz. Is this the natural result of a bimodal distribution
in the detector noise?

Comments on Preparedness

• Finn: For setting and applying vetoes, is the pipeline presented adequate for E7
analysis? Solicit comments from those present.

• Shawhan: Inspiral group has only one DSO to deal with, and uses one veto channel.
No comparisons between IFOs yet.

• Daw: Reservations for using with SLOPE DSO: frequency info not available for
SLOPE DSO therefore frequency-overlap cut not applicable.
Finn: Can use filter to get frequency information for SLOPE; to be discussed off-line.

• Daw: Objection regarding SLOPE DSO: Threshold used for SLOPE is such that on
time axis 40% of data is in one event that gets into the database. This is due to a
parameter that sets the time resolution (default 50). Causes overload.
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• Daw: Objection regarding overall strategy: DSOs always filter data with quasi-
whitening filter, then set thresholds so that event rates are small enough to be man-
agable. Should histogram filtered data and see if width is consistent with gaussian
fluctuations of ordinary detector noise - in that case many of the events registered are
not ‘events’, but ordinary gaussian fluctuations in noise.

• Finn: Are we happy with this procedure for the vetoes? Must run all data through
DMT to generate veto triggers to populate database. Are we ready for this?

• Johnson: Is there a ‘linear’ relation between PSL events and AS Q/gw events, in
terms of proportionality of glitch amplitudes to GW-candidate powers? Should run
DSOs on veto channels to verify. If so, veto strategy obvious - run DSOs with same
filters on veto channels. Scatter plot for PSL would be great justification for veto.
Ballmer: See Figure 16 in cross-coupling section. Plots of TFCLUSTERS power
versus absGlitch amplitude show correlation in strengths therefore sensible vetoes.
Johnson: Should repreat for PSL veto at L1. May help guide veto strategy.

• Weinstein: Veto pipeline very effective thus far, ready to go ahead. No tuning of
POWER DSO and very narrow (default) bandwidth makes it not ready for prime
time. Therefore suggest not using for E7.
Finn: Finn and Saulson agree.

• Weinstein: SLOPE and TFCLUSTERS both work well, except need to use higher
thresholds for SLOPE (report suggests threshold).
Finn: How long to re-run simulations with different DSO parameters?
Weinstein: About 4 days.
Daw: Low-threshold on SLOPE overloads database; don’t know efficiency. Statis-
tics may be same with pre- and post-analysis setting of parameters, but may not be
registering same events. Need to test.

• Finn: Back to pure vetoes: comments on strategy and running data through absGlitch.

• Weinstein: Ready to run on full E7. Estimate about 75 hours of usable data.

• Lazzarini: Can we interpret UL in astrophysical terms?
Finn: Have not yet discussed how to do this.

• Cadonati: Want more investigation at end of pipeline, such as closer looks at few (3)
events which survive coincidence.

• Schofield: Are we sure we won’t veto genuine gravitational-wave events? Some ‘veto’
channels like MICH are coupled (weakly) to AS Q. What if a strong signal in AS Q
shows up in a veto channel above the threshold? Will we be forced to veto it?
Shoemaker: Have some estimates of coupling for some channels to use as checks.
Should continue to use vetoes as-is.
Finn: Can we estimate couplings for E7 data in next week? Have to determine if
MICH vetoes can harm us. Also have to complete analysis by E7 meeting.
Schofield: Could provide conservative estimates.
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• Daw: Don’t understand veto strategy. Sounds good. Must be careful not to throw
out real signals.

• Ballmer: Quite comfortable with veto strategy, especially since we don’t seem to need
the MICH veto at all and therefore won’t worry about vetoing a real signal.

• Lazzarini: Happy enough.

• Shawhan: Different behaviour in different lock stretches so maybe could do better
with time-dependent thresholds. Don’t know if worthwhile, or if there would be easy
condition (eg, rms) for changing thresholds.

• Blackburn: No clue about veto efficiency, otherwise okay. Don’t know transfer func-
tion (TF) between veto and AS Q.
Zweizig: Should have measured TF between AS Q and MICH. Can use injected sig-
nals or swept sine.
Finn: Can Ballmer check relation between PSL/MICH and AS Q when injecting sig-
nals for E7 data?
Ballmer: Will do it.

• Zweizig: Would like to examine time-dependence of absGlitch glitches, duration dis-
tributions, etc.
Ballmer: Much of this done.

• Zweizig: Suggests using power of event in vetoing.

• Lazzarini: Would like to see scatter plots of (time at LLO) vs. (time at LHO) for
coincident events, analogous to frequency vs. frquency plots already done.

• Zweizig: Would also like plots of time between events versus signal strength, and/or
histogram of time between events, for each IFO.

• Finn: Based on meeting notes will make go/wait recommendation tomorrow. Looks
like we can run vetoes and defer some decisions about how to use them until later if
need be. Next week: Make decision for DSOs.

0.1 Summary

Remaining concerns re: vetos, procedure for anti-coincidence of veto and event triggers, and
multi-ifo coincidence analysis:

• Veto efficiency: do we really understand the veto efficiency? Would prefer having xfer
function between veto channel and AS Q. Address by producing scatter plots of veto
amplitude vs. trigger amplitude.

• Non-stationarity in locked stretches: noise properties and noise floor in different seg-
ments is different; however, our veto selection and thresholds are chosen over the
ensemble. This means that they will likely be set too high for the segments of data
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that are quietest, and too low for the segments of data that are the most noisy. An
adaptive parameter choice would enable us to get a better upper limit.

Meeting Adjourned.
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